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ABSTRACT

Little knowledge exists about branch points in plants;
it has even been claimed that plant introns lack
conserved branch point sequences similar to those
found in vertebrate introns. A putative branch point
consensus sequence for Arabidopsis thaliana
resembling the well known metazoan consensus
sequence has been proposed, but this is based on
search of sequences similar to those in yeast and
metazoa. Here we present a novel consensus
sequence found by a non-circular approach. A hidden
Markov model with a fixed A nucleotide was trained on
sequences upstream of the acceptor site. The
consensus found by the Markov model shares features
with the metazoan consensus, but differs in its details
from the consensus proposed earlier. Despite the fact
that branch point consensus sequences in plants are
weak, we show that a prediction scheme incorporating
them leads to a substantial improvement in the
recognition of true acceptor sites; the false positive
rate being reduced by a factor of 2. We take this as an
indication that the consensus found here is the
genuine one and that the branch point does play a role
in the proper recognition of the acceptor site in plants.

INTRODUCTION

In eukaryotes, introns are removed from pre-mRNA by a dynamic
complex of more than 50 different proteins and small nuclear
RNAs (snRNAs) building up the spliceosome. The splicing
process occurs in two steps during which the composition and the
function of the complex evolve. In the first step, the spliceosome
components aggregate around the 5′ and 3′ intron ends allowing
cleavage at the 5′ donor site and ligation to a given adenosine
residue upstream of the 3′ acceptor site, the branch point. Thereby
a structure containing the intron linked to the downstream exon is
produced. In the following step, the intron lariat is released, the 5′
exon and the 3′ exon ends are ligated together and the spliceosome
disintegrates (for reviews see 1,2).

In the major class of introns (beginning with G{T,C} and
ending with AG), the branch point region is recognized by
U2-snRNP, a complex of U2 snRNA and at least eight
polypeptides which bind to the branch point sequence (BPS) by
base-pairing between a conserved sequence 5′-GUAGUA-3′
from the U2 snRNA and the intron branch point sequence. The
complement to the conserved U2 snRNA sequence with an
additional adenosine (the branch point) at the antepenultimate
position (5′-UACUAAC-3′) has been found to be an optimal BPS
in many organisms, the branch point being bulged out of the
pairing which is essential for its reactivity. This BPS is highly
conserved in bakers yeast while the consensus found in metazoa,
5′-YTRAY-3′, is more degenerate. A duplex model has been
proposed, in which either of two adjacent purines within the BPS
may shift into the bulged position (3).

A number of other molecular components have been found in
various organisms to be involved in the branch point recognition.
In mammals, the multimeric U2 snRNP proteins SF3a and SF3b
bind in a sequence-independent manner to a 20 nt region
upstream of the BPS (4). PRP11P, a yeast protein homologue of
the SF3a66 subunit, interacts with MUD2P, a yeast protein with
similarity to U2AF65 (5). U2AF65 is a protein binding to the
polypyrimidine tract of vertebrate introns, upstream from the
acceptor site, which occurs at the very first step of splicing
together with the binding of U1 snRNP to the donor site or the
binding of exon enhancers, thereby allowing the binding of U2
snRNP (6,7). The branch point identification depends therefore
on the identification of the 5′ and 3′ ends of the intron.

Here we want to find a consensus sequence for the Arabidopsis
thaliana BPS by non-circular analysis. While the yeast and
metazoan branch site consensus sequences have been deduced
from a large amount of experimental data, and have well-
established profiles, it has long been claimed that there was no
consensus context at plant branch points (8). Splicing has some
specific features in plants compared to animals, which explains
the inability of plants to splice most animal introns (8). In animals,
only a sequence with proper borders will be spliced, while in
plants, most of the AT-rich sequences will manage to splice, using
sites that deviate even strongly from the consensus. Only recently
have experimental data on plant branch points been presented
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(9,10). As very little experimental data are known, it would be
desirable if the consensus can emerge from the known 3′ intron
regions found in the databases completely without prior
assumptions.

A plant branch point consensus has been given as 5′-CTRAY-3′
found using a search key from the fungi and vertebrates,
5′-CTRAY-3′ in the search region –15 to –50 upstream of the
acceptor site (11). The consensus 5′-CTNAN-3′ has been
proposed based on statistics of vertebrate-like branch point
sequences in plants (10). A consensus matching the search key is
tautological and is thus not very reliable. In the current work, we
avoid the problem using a method that does not rely on such
assumptions. The model used to select sequences with branch
points from the database is the scanning model with distance
constraints (12). A hidden Markov model is trained on intron
sequences and guided by a regularizer that determines the
position of the branch nucleotide and the length of the consensus.
The choice of the size of the regularizer used to find the motifs by
the hidden Markov model is derived from the U2 sequence which
is complementary at six positions in organisms were this has been
tested. The plant U2 sequences are exactly conserved at these six
positions also.

We include the predicted branch points in an acceptor site
predicting system NetPlantGene (13). The predictions are
improved significantly by the branch point information; we take
this as an indication that the consensus found here is indeed
related to the splicing process and thus with high confidence
representing the A.thaliana branch point consensus sequence.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Data set

A data set of 146 A.thaliana genes from GenBank rel. 87 with
annotation of exons and introns was used. The data set has been
thoroughly cleaned and checked for errors (for a detailed
description of the data set extraction see 13,14). The set was
divided into a training set with 109 genes and 539 acceptor sites
and a test set with 37 genes and 227 acceptor sites. Redundancy
reduction was based on search for common substrings of a given
length (14).

The scanning hypothesis proposes that in metazoans the first
AG dinucleotide found downstream of the branch point is used as
acceptor site (12). Statistics of AG dinucleotides upstream of the
acceptor site in A.thaliana show a strong deficiency in AG
dinucleotides (13), which indicates that the scanning hypothesis
may also be applied to plant genes.

Based on this, a search for branch points should be concentrated
in the region extending from the acceptor site to the first AG
dinucleotide found upstream of the acceptor site.

Assuming a minimal and a maximal distance between the
branch point and the acceptor site of 11 and 60 nt respectively, a
set of sequences was prepared in the following way. In all introns
a search for AG dinucleotides starting 11 nt upstream and ending
52 nt upstream of the acceptor site was carried out. The intron
sequences were truncated 11 nt upstream of the AG dinucleotide
found first. If no AG dinucleotide was found the sequence was
truncated 65 nt upstream of the acceptor site. The first 11 nt
upstream of the acceptor site were always discarded. In this way
a data set of 539 sequences expected to contain branch points was
generated.

Hidden Markov model

The hidden Markov model used here consists of n successive
states, each state may represent either a transition, an insertion or
a deletion. Transition and insertion states have emitting
probabilities for the 4 nt that correspond to the expected
frequency of each nucleotide at a given position of an alignment
of the sequences. A sequence is passed through the Markov
model, and the probability that the sequence was generated by the
model is calculated. The probability is maximized for all
sequences by adjusting the emission probabilities of each state,
using the Viterbi algorithm.

Branch point sequences are weak signals and it is difficult for
multiple alignment methods to find such a signal. It is thus useful
to put some extra information about the signal of interest into the
multiple alignment to obtain a significant alignment of the branch
points. In a hidden Markov model this is achieved by the use of
a regularizer. A regularizer ensures that the Markov model does
not diverge too much from a model that is known to correspond
to experimental evidence. This is carried out by presenting
sequences generated by the regularizer to the Markov model
during training. The strength of the regularizer can be adjusted
freely, a very strong regularizer will prevent the training of the
model, and nothing new is learned from the multiple alignment,
while a very weak regularizer may not find any signal at all. The
size of the model may be specified in the regularizer as well. Once
the model is trained, the sequences can be aligned to it, this is very
fast and produces a multiple alignment. We used the SAM
package (15,16) to train the model.

Neural networks

The neural network employed is of the conventional feed forward
type and was trained by error back propagation (17). The network
had three layers, an input layer, a hidden layer and an output layer.
The correlation coefficient (18) was used to measure the quality
of the neural network predictions.

C�
(PN)� (NfPf)

(N� Nf)(N� Pf)(P� Nf)(P� Pf)�
1

Here P is the number of true positive predictions, N the number
of true negative predictions, Pf the number of false positives and
Nf the number of false negatives. Neural network output activities
larger than a threshold of 0.5 are interpreted as positive
predictions, while output activities ≤0.5 represent negative
predictions. A perfect prediction gives C = 1.0 whereas a random
prediction gives a value of C close to zero.

Sequence logo

Sequence logos were used to visualize the consensus sequence
and to quantify its information content (19). The information
content Ri  at each position i of the multiple alignment is calculated
using Shannon’s information measure (20)

Ri � 2.0��
T

��A

P
�

i � log2(P
�

i ) 2

where P
�

i  is the probability of finding nucleotide α, α ∈
{A,C,G,T}, in column i of the alignment. In each column the
relative height of the 4 nt letters corresponds to their frequency.
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RESULTS

To obtain an alignment of the branch point containing sequences
that did not depend on a previously known consensus sequence
we used a regularizer for the hidden Markov model that specified
a model of length seven. This is the length of the conserved
branch point binding nucleotides in the U2 snRNA where the
branch adenosine bulges out. We fixed position six, the branch
point nucleotide, to the nucleotide A. This model found a
consensus sequence resembling the metazoan consensus. No
prior information about the nucleotide surrounding the A was put
into the model, but still the branch point consensus sequence
emerged which is a strong indication that a BPS similar to the
metazoan signal exists in A.thaliana. To assess whether the signal
found was indeed genuine to the region upstream of the acceptor
site, we trained the model on randomized sequences, and on
intron sequences found >64 nt upstream of the acceptor site. In
neither case was a signal detected. We take this as further
evidence that the detected branch point signal is specific to the
region directly upstream of the acceptor site.

The multiple alignment of the 539 3′ intron ends from the
training set is shown as a sequence logo in Figure 1. For
comparison to yeast and metazoa, we list the following sequences:

Yeast:  TACTAAC
Metazoa:  YNYTRAY
A.thaliana:  WWCTRAW

The main difference between metazoa and A.thaliana being
that the pyrimidines found at position one and seven in the
metazoan consensus are changed to the nucleotides A or T. This
change reflects the A and T richness of A.thaliana 5′ intron ends,
while the Y in the metazoan corresponds to the pyrimidine
richness of the metazoan 5′ intron ends. The accumulated
information content in the branch point signal across the seven
positions is 4.6 bits, which is about as good as knowing just a little

Figure 1. Sequence logo of 539 aligned putative branch points in A.thaliana
found by non-circular analysis. The first axis shows the column in the multiple
alignment, the height of the letter columns corresponds to the information
content of the position. The relative height of the letters within a column reflects
the frequency of the letter in the column of the multiple alignment.

more than 2 nt. Sequence logos based on dinucleotide and
trinucleotide frequencies were investigated, but revealed no new
insights (data not shown).

The branch point acceptor site distance distribution is shown in
Figure 2. Most branch points are found in the distance of between
19 and 40 nt upstream of the acceptor site, 21–29 being the
preferred range, which compares well with the distance
distribution known for vertebrates (21). Albeit the branch points
found using the YUNAN consensus often differs from ours, a
comparable mean distance of 26 or 30 (depending on the method)
in a range of 18–60 was reported for A.thaliana with this approach
(22).

The branch point is identified after binding of U2AF to the
polypyrimidine (T) tract. The average distance between the
branch point signal and the acceptor site (∼29.6 nt) can be taken
as an upper limit for the number of nucleotides that on average

Figure 2. Histogram of distances between branch points and acceptor sites for A.thaliana. No sites are found closer than 11 nt and further than 60 nt upstream of the
acceptor site due to the selection principles of the sequences.
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needs to be searched in order to locate the branch point. To find
the signal in a 29.6 nt long region (assuming for simplicity an
equal distribution of the four bases), an information content of
log2 (29.6) = 4.9 bits is needed. The information content of the
signal presented here is of the same order as this upper limit.
Identification of branch points in A.thaliana could be another
example where the information content at a binding site is close
to that needed to find it (23,24).

We trained hidden Markov models with a variety of regularizers,
some with regularizers derived from the yeast consensus sequence,
some from the metazoan consensus sequence and without
regularizers (data not shown). Regularizers that strongly enhance
the metazoan branch point consensus signal, not surprisingly detect
a signal very close to the metazoan consensus signal. To assess
whether the signal found was significant, we generated a
randomized set of sequences by shuffling the nucleotides of each
sequence in the training set. A Markov model with a strong
regularizer detected the consensus sequence in this set as well. The
use of a strong regularizer is thus also a circular method; the
resulting alignment simply reflects the consensus sequence
provided by the regularizer. In order to compare the significance of
the signals found with and without regularizer, one may also
compute the Kullback–Leibler contrast between two probability
distributions defined as K = ∑ p × log(p/p′), where p′ represents the
reference probabilities for the four nucleotides in A.thaliana intron
sequence. The Kullback–Leibler contrast for our signal is 4.42,
while the signal based on the metazoan consensus had K=  3.89 bits.
This means that the signal reported in the paper is more significant.

Acceptor site prediction enhanced by branch point
prediction

If the potential branch points identified by the hidden Markov
model are indeed used in the splicing process, then the inclusion

of the branch point information in an acceptor site predicting
system should improve its performance. To assess whether this is
the case the acceptor site prediction of the NetPlantGene method
(13) was modified to take the branch point information into
account.

Only branch point predictions in the vicinity of potential
acceptor sites and in the AG free tract region as defined by the
scanning hypothesis are of interest. To conform to this, branch
points were predicted upstream of every predicted acceptor site
in the 37 genes of the test set. The acceptor site predictions were
produced by the local acceptor site predicting network ensemble
of NetPlantGene. The threshold for accepting an acceptor site
prediction was set to 0.00001; this system finds 99% of all true
acceptor sites, but at the cost of a very low specificity (5%). The
specificity is the number of correct acceptor site predictions
divided by the total number of acceptor site predictions. For every
acceptor site prediction an upstream region was extracted using
the criteria described for the extraction of regions following the
scanning hypothesis above. The hidden Markov model was then
used to predict a putative branch point in each upstream region.

To enhance the acceptor site predictions based on the branch
points predicted by the system described above, four numbers
were fed into a neural network: (i) the acceptor site score of the
NetPlantGene acceptor site predicting neural network ensemble,
(ii) the log-odds score of the corresponding branch point
sequence found by the hidden Markov model, (iii) the distance
between the acceptor site prediction and the putative branch
point, and (iv) the derivative of the coding predicting network
ensemble from NetPlantGene. The neural network had four input
units, 10 hidden units and one output unit. The network was
trained to predict acceptor sites. There is no risk of over training
the network, as it only has 61 adjustable parameters and has to
learn 4255 patterns. Using stopping criteria as described earlier

Figure 3. The percentage of false positive acceptor site predictions [(Pf)/(Pf + N)] for all sensitivity [P/(P + Nf)] levels on the test set, where P is the number of true
positive predictions, Pf is the number of false positives, N is true negatives and Nf is false negatives. The full line represents the performance of the acceptor site part
of NetPlantGene, while the dashed line reflects the performance of NetPlantGene enhanced by branch point predictions. Fewer false positive acceptor site predictions
are made when branch point information is included.
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(13) the maximal correlation coefficient occurred after 607 048
epochs and was 0.89.

The use of the branch point information reduces the number of
false positives by a factor of 2 (Fig. 3). Acceptor site prediction
without branch point information gives a significantly higher rate
of false predictions than the prediction of donor sites in A.thaliana
(13). The inclusion of the branch point knowledge improves
acceptor site prediction to a level that is similar to the quality of
donor site predictions.

As an alternative to the A.thaliana branch point consensus
found by the hidden Markov model, we also tried to use the
metazoan signal in the combination (as well as a number of other
variations). In all cases the false positive rate was located above
the combination curve shown on Figure 3. At the level of zero
false positives, all alternative signals had a sensitivity <30%. At
this level our signal has ∼45% sensitivity, meaning that the
improvement is indeed considerable. Together these are further
indications that the branch points identified by the hidden Markov
model are biologically relevant.

DISCUSSION

We have presented statistics for branch points in A.thaliana found
with a non-circular method. We have shown that acceptor site
prediction in A.thaliana can be enhanced substantially by the
predicted branch points. This indicates that the branch points
found by the system are biologically meaningful.

The A.thaliana branch point consensus differs in the first and
last positions from the metazoan by a preference of the nucleotide
A over the nucleotide C. The rationale for this difference may be
found in the overall nucleotide distribution in the 3′ intron end.
The branch point recognizing sequence of plant U2 snRNA is
identical to the metazoan sequence (25). This suggests that the
yeast consensus TACTAAC is probably also optimal for
A.thaliana. The statistics found here are in line with this
assumption. The main difference is that C downstream of the
branch point A is seldom seen in the branch point consensus
proposed here. In earlier work, two types of statistics have been
provided (22). One for putative branch points nearest to the 3′
splice site, and one where the search key CTNAN is preferred to
TTNAN in the search procedure. In both statistics Y at position
–3 and the T at position –2 from the branch point nucleotide is
100% conserved; this is due to the method by which these
sequences are found, but no 100% conservation is seen in
metazoa. There is less C than T at position –3 in the statistics of
the first set which contradicts the idea that C is the optimal
nucleotide at this position. In the statistics of the second set C is
preferred to T at position –3, but here there is almost as much T
as A and G at position –1, which is not the case for the metazoan
consensus. The method used here does not assume 100%
conservation at any position apart from the branch point adenine
nucleotide, and the statistics found do not deviate from the
metazoan consensus on the points described above. The statistics
presented here confirm the earlier finding (22) that A and T are
the predominant nucleotides at positions –5, –4 and 2, relative to
the branch point nucleotide, and that this is different from the
metazoan consensus, where T and C are preferred. The results

presented here are a good example of the usefulness of an ‘in
silico’ approach to find biologically significant features from
sequences, which is very useful in cases like the one explored
here, where experiments are difficult to perform and hence data
are scarce.

DATA SET WITH PUTATIVE BRANCH POINTS AND
PREDICTION SERVER AVAILABLE

The cleaned A.thaliana data set is made available by anonymous
FTP from ftp.cbs.dtu.dk:/pub/arabidopsis/NetPlantGene.seq. In
addition to the annotation of intron/exon junctions, the data set
holds annotation of putative branch points as predicted by the
hidden Markov model. The intron splice site prediction method
is available from the WWW at http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/
NetPGene/, or through electronic mail. Send a file containing the
word ‘help’ to the internet address NetPlantGene@cbs.dtu.dk to
obtain information on sequence formats and other details.
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